Abstract. Mapping reads on references is a central task in numerous genomic studies. Since references are mainly extracted from assembly graphs, it is of high interest to map efficiently on such structures. In this work we formally define this problem and provide a first theoretical and practical study toward this direction when the graph is a de Bruijn Graph. We show that the problem is NP-Complete and we propose simple and efficient heuristics with a prototype implementation called BGREAT that handle real world instances of the problem with moderate resources. It achieves to map millions reads per CPU hour on a complex human de Bruijn graph. BGREAT availability: github.com/Malfoy/BGREAT
Introduction
Next Generation Sequencing technologies (NGS) have exponentially accelerated the generation of sequenced genomes. However these technologies are still not able to provide the sequence of whole genome. Instead they produce reads, that are small and redundant genomic sub-sequences. Using the redundancy, it is possible to assemble reads together in order to reconstruct the original reference sequence. Assembling reads remains nowadays a complex task for which no single piece of software performs consistently well [1] . The assembly problem itself have been shown NP-Hard [2] . Practical limitations arise both from the genome structures (repeat longer than reads cannot be correctly resolved) and from the sequencers technical biases (non-uniform coverage and sequencing errors). On real instances, applied solutions are based on de Bruijn graph (DBG) [3] or on the string graph notably introduced in the Celera Assembler [4] for organising reads content. Then, using heuristics, paths from such graphs are read and output. Because of heuristics and for various additional reasons, the produced sequences are biased.
Conversely, assembly graphs contain the whole information without taking any uncertain choice. Thus, we propose to consider the DBG of sequencing data as a reference of the sequenced genome. In this spirit, we propose practical solutions for considering a DBG as a complete representation of a reference species.
In parallel, the core of bio-informatics computation is the sequence comparison, as witnessed by the Blast tool [5] , being one of the most cited paper of the scientific community. In the NGS framework, comparisons mainly consists in read mapping, that is the alignment of reads on reference genome or on reference banks. This is a semi-global alignment, usually extremely stringent, as users are interested by precise locations on genomes authorizing only a small edit or Hamming distance. A lot of work as been done for providing fast and accurate mapping tools. The most notable examples are BWA [6] and Bowtie [7] .
In this context, we explore the problem of mapping reads on a graph, and in particular on a DBG, as we aim at considering this datastructure as a full unbiased representation of the assembly of a genome. Several tools mention the problem of mapping sequences on graphs. In [8] the taxonomic composition of closely-related species is estimated by mapping reads on their genome represented by a DBG, using the fact that common regions are merged. However this approach still relies on standard aligner and map reads on a concatenation of the nodes of the DBG. This method take advantages of the DBG content but does not align on the edges of the graph. Recent works have also been interested in mapping reads on multiple close references in a non-repetitive way [9, 10] . They collapse the common sequences and they propose a system of enriched sequences for the inter dataset variations. Such works are particularly efficient but only concern the specific case of an almost linear graph, seen as an enriched sequence. Some tools have been proposed [11, 12] for the generic purpose of sequence alignment on graphs of sequence but rapidly become unusable on real world graphs (see results section).
Interestingly, numerous assembly tools mention the alignment of reads on graph during their assembly process. However, to the best of our knowledge, none propose formalism nor solution to the general problem. To cite a few, Cerulean [13] mentions this step but uses a regular aligner on assembled sequences for mapping reads, Allpaths-LG [14] also proposes such stage but in a non generic way since it transforms long noisy reads into path of unitigs using a clustering approach. Those tools often apply the read-threading problem (or eulerian superpath problem [15] ) that consists to find a read coherent path in the DBG. The problem has also been shown NP-Hard [2] but should not be confused with our problem since we are interested in the mapping of arbitrary sequences on an arbitrary DBG. In fact our approach could help assemblers tackling the read-threading problem by mapping reads on their assembly graph in a generic way, instead of keeping track of reads used for constructing the graph as this is for instance the case in Spades [16] .
In this work, we start by showing that the problem of mapping short reads on a DBG is NP-Hard, and we show that, yet difficult, the problem remains tractable for practical situations. For efficiency purpose we introduce a heuristic approach for which we provide a prototype implementation. Finally, we propose results showing the advantages of mapping reads on graphs w.r.t. mapping on linear sequences. These results also show the advantages and the limitations of the proposed heuristic approach compared to the brute force algorithm both in term of computational resources and of mapping efficiency.
Read mapping hardness
In this section we present the formal problem we aim to solve and prove its intractability. We first start by introducing preliminary definitions, before formalizing the problem of mapping reads on graphs and to prove its NP-Completeness. Definition 1 (de Bruijn graph (k-DBG)). Given a set of strings S = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n } on an alphabet Σ and a value k ≥ 2, the de Bruijn graph at order k (k-DBG) for S is a directed graph (V, E) where:
Sequence to sequence mapping is a classical problem. Given a query sequence Q and a reference sequence R, a substitution function
We recall that |W | represents the length of W for any W ∈ Σ * . The substitution function can be trivial (0 for matches, 1 for mismatches) or can be more complex for biological meanings. Here we extend this problem with the paths of a DBG instead of a reference sequence. In this case we search for the path of the graph (represented as a sequence) containing a subsequence M , with |M | = |Q|, minimizing the cost C(M, Q). The decision version of the problem is to decide whether it exists a subsequence M such that C(M, Q) is higher or equal to a specified threshold.
In practice the query is a NGS read and DBG are constructed over NGS read set(s). An example of reads mapped on a DBG is presented Fig. 1 . We call this problem DBGRMP for De Bruijn Graph Read Mapping Problem and describe it in a formal way in Definition 2. Definition 2 (De Bruijn Graph Read Mapping Problem). We define the de Bruijn Graph Read Mapping Problem DBGRMP(G, W, F, T ) as follows :
Given :
An instance of DBGRMP consists in deciding whether there exists a path of G of length |W | − k + 1, (a walk through |W | − k + 1 different nodes, which can be represented by a word of
DBGRMP is in NP since a polynomial non-deterministic algorithm exists to solve this problem (pick in a non-deterministic way a path and check if the score is correct). We show that DBGRMP is NP-Hard by reducing the traveling salesman problem to it using three straightforward reductions.
Definition 3. We define the Travelling Salesman Problem TSP(G, T ) as follows :
-a directed graph G whose edges are labelled with a non-negative integer cost.
-a threshold T ∈ N An instance of TSP(G, T ) consists in deciding whether there exists a Hamiltonian cycle (a walk that passes through all the vertices exactly once) of G whose cost C (sum of the cost of the edges) is inferior to T .
Definition 4. We define the fixed length Travelling Salesman Problem L-TSP(G, T ) as follows : Given :
An instance of L-TSP(G, T ) consists in deciding whether there exists a path (a walk without repeted vertices) of G of length L whose cost C is inferior to T .
Proof. We can reduce TSP to L-TSP. Given an instance of TSP (G, T ), we solve L-TSP (G, T ) with L equal to the number of nodes of G.
Definition 5 (Graph Read Mapping Problem).
We define the Read Graph Mapping Problem GRMP(G, W, F, T ) as follows : Given :
-a directed graph G(V, E) whose edges are labelled over
An instance of GRMP(G, W, F, T ) consists in deciding whether there exists a path of G of length |W | − k + 1 nodes, (which can be represented by a word of
, where G is the same graph as G with letter x i associated with each edges of cost i for all i, and F such that F (a, x i ) = i. Here Σ = {a} ∪ {x i |i cost of an edge of G} with a any symbol. Proof. We can reduce GRMP to DBGRMP. Given an instance of GRMP (G, W, F, T ), we solve DBGRMP (G , W, F , T ) where G a 2-DBG created from G as follows. Each node of G is labeled with a unique integer. For each quadruplet i, α, j, β, with i and j two nodes from G having an edge from i to j labeled with α and such that β is the label of an output edge from j, generates a node in G containing the 2-mer α i β j . Note that G is defined on an alphabet Σ , such that ∀σ ∈ Σ , σ = γ i , with γ ∈ Σ and i ∈ N. We can define a function p(Σ ) → Σ as p(γ i ) = γ and a function P ((Σ ) * ) → Σ * as P (W ) = W , with W the ordered concatenation of t(σ) for all σ in W . We then define F such that
The graph G is a 2-DBG that produce the same words as G if we apply the linear function P to words read from G . An example of this reduction is shown Fig. 2 , the word ABCDEF of the directed graph is equivalent to the word A 0 B 1 C 2 D 3 E 4 F 5 of the DBG for the scoring function. We create at most card(G) 3 nodes in G in the worst case of a complete directed graph (a graph in which any two vertices are connected in both directions). Each node in G has card(G) father(s) and card(G) son(s) thus create card(G) 2 node(s) to the DBG. The reduction is therefore polynomial.
Methods
We propose a practical solution for solving the DBGRMP problem. This section motivates and presents the algorithmic choices we made. The proposed solution had been designed for mapping on a compacted de Bruijn graph (CDBG) any source of short reads, either those used to build the graph or reads from another individual or species.
In a CDBG, nodes are no longer k-mers (words of length k) but unitigs that are the sequences obtained after the compaction of simple paths of the DBG, some of the unitigs being longer than reads. Thus, while mapping on a CDBG, one may distinguish between two mapping schemes: i/ reads fully mapping on unitigs of the graph, and ii/ reads whose mapping spans two or more unitigs. Given the extensive work carried out these last few years for mapping reads on flat strings, we concentrate here only on the second scheme. We say that reads mapping on two or more unitigs map on a branching part of the graph.
As presented in the previous section, the DBGRMP is NP-Hard. An exhaustive search of all possible mapping positions of a read on a DBG would require to compare each read to a potentially intractable number paths in the graph. Thus we propose a heuristic approach for solving DBGRMP using reasonable resources both in terms of time and memory. Our approach follows the usual "seed and extend" paradigm. An exact match is used as a starting point and it is then extended by following some paths of the graph. More precisely, the proposed implementation applies heuristics schemes, both regarding the indexation and the alignment phases. Indexation heuristic. We recall that our algorithm maps reads that span at least two distinct unitigs. Such mapped reads inevitably traverse one or more DBG edge(s). In a CDBG, edges are represented by the prefix and suffix of size k −1 of each unitig. We call such sequences the overlaps. In order to limit the index size and the computation time, our algorithm indexes only overlaps. Those overlaps are good anchors for several reasons: they are long enough (k −1) to be selective, they cannot be shared by more than eight unitigs (four starting and four ending with the overlap), and a CDBG usually have a reasonable number of unitigs and then of overlaps. In our proposed implementation (see section Result), the index is a hash table indicating for each overlap the unitig(s) starting or ending with this k − 1 sequence.
Algorithm: MapGreedy
Data: Read r for the n first overlaps of r do Find a path begin that map the begin of r if begin found then for the n last overlaps of r do Find a path end that map the end of r if end found then Find (in a greedy way) a path cover that map the read from begin to end if cover found then write paths return Fig. 4 . Greedy algorithm for mapping a read on two or more unitigs once potential overlaps present in the read are detected.
Read alignment. As presented Fig. 3 , given a read, each of its k −1-mers (word of length k − 1) are read in order to detect those that are an overlap of the CDBG. Once such overlaps are detected together with their corresponding unitigs, the alignment of the read is performed from left to right, as presented in the Algorithm Fig. 4 . Given an overlap position i on the read, the unitigs starting with this overlap are aligned to the sequence of the read starting position i. The best alignment is conserved. In addition, for improving speed, if one of the at most four unitigs ending overlap is the next overlap detected on the read, then this unitig is tested first, and if the alignment is correct, the other (at most three) unitigs are not tested. This choice enables an almost linear mapping process as it is very unlikely that a unitig has both its first and last overlaps present on the read while it should not be mapped. Note that this optimization does not apply for the first and last overlaps of the read. The extreme overlaps of the read enable to quickly filter out unmappable reads. The previously described full read mapping process is tested only if the two extremities of the read are mapped by two unitigs. For doing this, the first (resp. last) overlaps of the read are used to align the read to the first (resp. last) unitig. Note that, as polymorphism may exists between the read and the graph, some of the overlaps present on the read may be spurious. In this case the alignment fails and the algorithm continues with the next (resp. previous) overlap. At most n alignment failures are authorized left and right. If a read cannot be anchored both left and right using this process, then it is not aligned to the graph.
Note that the full process is greedy: given two or more possible choices, the best one is chosen. The algorithm continues as long as the accumulated number of mismatches is below a user defined parameter.
This heuristic approach may miss alignments. A read may be wrongly unmapped for any of the following reasons.
-All overlap(s) on which the read should map contain errors, in this case the read is not anchored or only badly anchored and thus not mapped. -The n first or n last overlaps of the read are spurious, in this case the the begin or end is not found and the read is not mapped. By default and in all experiments n = 2. -The greedy choices made during the DFS while mapping the read are wrong.
Results
We implemented the previously described algorithm in a prototype tool called BGREAT. It was coded in C++ and can be downloaded from github.com/ Malfoy/BGREAT. BGREAT maps reads on branching part of the DBG. In order to measure the impact of the read alignment heuristics, the prototype also disposes from a mode exploring exhaustively all potential alignment paths once a read is anchored to the graph.We refer to this two strategies respectively as greedymapping and as complete-mapping. In addition, in these experiments, a thirdparty mapper (Bowtie2 [7] ) is used in order to map reads that are fully contained in DBG unitigs.
These experiments enable to estimate the contribution of mapping reads on the DBG instead of only mapping reads on a flat set of sequences. They also enable to check out that, even if the problem of mapping reads on DBG is NPHard, the heuristic we propose is efficient for classical instances of mapping short reads with a Hamming distance that fits the NGS current features. Finally, results enable to estimate the impact of the greedy-mapping approach with respect to the complete-mapping one in term of computational resources and in term of results quality.
Note that we made the choice not to map on sequences (the contigs) that would be generated by a full assembly of the reads. We aim to conserve all information present in original NGS datasets, and such sequences, generated by heuristic algorithms, are biased.
We are aware of only one another published tool, called BlastGraph [12] designed for the mapping reads on DBG. However, on the simplest tested dataset from E. Coli genome (see Table 1 ), BlastGraph crashed after ≈ 124h of computation. This tool is thus not further investigated here. In addition, one may mention the SSW library [18] , initially designed for mapping on strings. It has been extended for mapping on graphs ( library GSSW [11] ). To the best of our knowledge, no implemented tool using this library is available and documentation indicates that reference and query size do not scale-up current NGS instances.
We conducted experiments with BGREAT using several real data sets. For removing sequencing errors from DBG, the reference graphs were constructed after removing k-mers having a coverage below a threshold c. For this purpose, k-mers are counted using DSK [19] . The unitigs of the CDBG are computed on the remaining k-mers using BCALM [20] . BGREAT uses such a set of unitigs. Reference CDBG were constructed using three read datasets of growing size and complexity. They are composed of Illumina reads of length 100 from whole genome sequencing real datasets. The three read sets are respectively a sequencing of E. Coli (SRR959239) at 110x coverage, a sequencing of C. Elegans (SRR065390) at 70x coverage and a sequencing of human individual (SRR345593 and SRR345594) at 112x coverage. From the Elegans read set, we tested BGREAT on several DBG of various size and complexity. For this purpose, we varied the size of the k-mers and the threshold c. As depicted Table 1 , with small k and c values, the graph contains a lot of small unitigs. On the other side, with larger k and c values, the graph is simpler, mainly composed of long unconnected unitigs.
Results are summarized Table 2 . The two experiments mapping reads on the Coli CDBG show that the greedy approach is much faster than the exhaustive one (38x faster on this experiment) while the mapping quality is poorly impacted by heuristic approach: the overall number of mapped reads is increased by only 0.01% with the complete-mapping approach.
On a complex graph as Eleg cpx, only 23.06% of reads can be fully mapped on unitigs while 89.15% of them are mapped by additionally using BGREAT. On a simpler graph as eg Eleg norm the gap is smaller, but remains significant (from 71.64% to 92.34%), showing the benefit of using BGREAT.
We mapped a read set (SRR1522085) on the Eleg norm CDBG, this read set (from C. Elegans) being different from the one used for constructing the graph. This experiment shows that the mapping technique proposed do not stand only for the mapping of reads on their own DBG but is also efficient to map reads on a DBG of a related dataset.
The human experiment shows that the proposed BGREAT prototype scales on large datasets as 2.9 billions reads can be mapped on a complex genome with BGREAT using reasonable time. Note that the memory footprint could be Table 2 . All BGREAT alignments were performed authorising up to two mismatches. Indicated times are wallclock time using one thread, except for the human samples for which 12 cores were used. MS=Mapping Strategy (G=greedy-mapping, C=complete-mapping). RPS=number of read treated per second. The ' ' symbol indicates same value(s) between two consecutive lines. We recall that the column "Nb reads fully mapped on unitigs" corresponds to the number of reads mapped by Bowtie2 [7] with defaults parameters.
highly reduced by using a lightweight data structure such as a FM-index [7] or a sparse hash table, instead of a classical hash table.
Discussion
We proposed a formal definition the the DBG Read Mapping Problem (DB-GRMP) and we proved its NP-Completeness. We proposed a heuristic algorithm offering a practical solution. As a proof of concept, we developed a prototype implementing this algorithm using a compacted de Bruijn graph (CDBG) as a reference. Experiments show that mapping reads on branching parts of graphs is necessary as many reads (between ≈13% and ≈66% of them depending on the experiment) can be mapped only on such branching parts. This is true either while mapping reads used for constructing the graph or reads from other experiments. A weak point of our algorithm lies in its anchoring technique. Reads mapped with BGREAT must contain at least a k − 1-mer being an edge of the CDBG, ie an overlap between two connected nodes. This may be a limitation in case the data used for constructing the graph highly diverge from the reads to be mapped. Improving the mapping technique may be done by using not only unitig overlaps as anchors at the cost of higher computational resources. Another solution may consist in using a smarter anchoring approach for instance using seeds allowing errors as proposed in [21] .
A natural future work will consist in adapting BGREAT for mapping reads produced by Third Generation Sequencers (TGS) providing much longer reads (a few kb in average) with a larger error rate (up to 15%, being mainly insertions and deletions) on CDBG graphs obtained from NGS short reads. This approach opens the doors to TGS read correction and/or assembly. Such adaptation is not straightforward. The anchoring process must be highly sensible and very specific while the mapping itself must implements Blast-like classical edit distance heuristics or even alignment-free methods.
By the way, using the same read set for constructing the CDBG and for mapping, opens the way to straightforward major applications. Indeed, the graph and the exact location of each read on it may be used i/ for read correction (detecting differences between read and the mapped area of the graph in which low support k-mers likely due to sequencing errors are absent as in [22] ), or ii/ for read compression by conserving additionally mapping errors, or iii/ for both correction and compression conserving nothing else.
Having for each read (used for constructing the graph or not) its location on the CDBG provides the opportunity to design algorithms for enriching the graph, for instance enabling a fine quantification in the RNA-seq data [23] or metagenomic data [24] . Additionally, this informs about the co-localisation of distant k-mers in the CDBG. This offers a way for the resolutions of repeats larger than k, it enables to phase the polymorphisms and to reconstruct haplotypes.
